ONE-SIXTH OF LUZON'S NATIVES KILLED OR DIED

Terror Fatalities Among Filipinos Since the War Began.

BRIGADIER GENERAL BELL RETURNS AND TELLS OF AWFUL SLAUGHTER

Several Methods Necessary to Meet the Crisis. Thirty Filipino Misses of Warfare—Readiness Necessary that Other Countries May Come to Their Aid.

By May 15—Major-General T. M. Bell, the first man to arrive in Manila from the Philippines after the Japanese invaded, is on his way back to base. He tells the story of what he saw and experienced.

Edging to when Troods as Shapes.
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General Zerziski Among the Wounded—Fifty Russians Killed.

But the aggregate revenues of the Cotton States are not sufficient to meet the Domestic-Internal to Wall-

Dear Sirs—In the course of my travels I have been closely watching the progress of the present war, and I am glad to report that the losses on both sides are heavy.

I have been a constant reader of your paper, and I am sure that your readers will appreciate the details of the war as I have reported it.

Yours truly,

A. W. CLYDE.

A Woman in the Case

Whether she be the housewife or the woman of a more elevated station in life, the dress of the woman is the most important part of her attire.

There is no other item of expense which takes so much of our time and energy as the selection of the best dress fabric.
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